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SUMMARY

A central plank of the Government’s Clean Energy Future plan is the multibillion
dollar industry assistance package for emissions-intensive trade-exposed (EITE)
industries and coal-fired electricity generators. The Gillard Government will also
seek Parliamentary support for a separate assistance package for so-called “gassy”
coal mines, which does not have the support of the Multi-Party Climate Change
Committee. The energy and resources sectors will be major beneficiaries of this
“carbon compensation”, but implementing the complex legislative and regulatory
regime is likely to prove challenging.

This paper analyses these three industry assistance packages, focusing primarily
on the following elements: the policy rationale, structure, eligibility requirements
and assistance regimes for each package; exceptions to the standard formula for
allocating EITE assistance; the Productivity Commission reviews of EITE
assistance; novel elements in the generator assistance package; and the implications
of the non-statutory, “Government-only” nature of the Coal Sector Jobs Package.

INTRODUCTION

Legislation establishing most of the elements of the Government’s Clean
Energy Future plan passed the Federal Parliament in November 2011. Central to
this plan are the multibillion dollar industry assistance packages for emissions-
intensive trade-exposed (EITE) industries and coal-fired electricity generators that
were negotiated by the Multi-Party Climate Change Committee. The Government
is also seeking to provide a separate assistance package for highly emissions-
intensive, “gassy” coal mines.

The energy and resources sectors will be major beneficiaries of this “carbon
compensation”, but the statutory and regulatory provisions that implement and
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govern these assistance packages are highly technical and complex, meaning their
application in practice may prove challenging.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first is to assist practitioners and
other industry participants to navigate the content and operation of the assistance
regimes by explaining the policy rationale, legal structure, eligibility requirements
and the bases for calculating assistance levels applicable to each of the Jobs and
Competitiveness Program (JCP) (EITE assistance) the Energy Security Package
(coal-fired power generator assistance) and the Coal Sector Jobs Package (gassy
coal mines).

The second purpose of the paper is to provide in-depth discussion of the legal and
commercial implications for the energy and resources sectors of certain aspects of
each package. Matters discussed include: exceptions to the standard formula for
allocating EITE assistance (LNG production, new facilities and sub-threshold
facilities); the Productivity Commission reviews of EITE assistance and the
implications for these reviews of the prescriptive and incoherent objects of the JCP;
novel elements in the generator assistance package (the low-emissions technology
investment pathway to passing the power system reliability test, the absence of a
windfall gains test, Clean Energy Investment Plans, contracts for closure, emergency
energy security loans and the Energy Security Council); and the implications of the
non-statutory, “government-only” nature of the Coal Sector Jobs Package.

EITE INDUSTRY ASSISTANCE

Rationale, Structure, Eligibility and Assistance

Rationale

The Clean Energy Act 2011 (Cth) (Clean Energy Act) and the Clean Energy
Regulations1 (Regulations) establish a Jobs and Competitiveness Program to
provide assistance to EITE industries. The specific policy objectives of the JCP
and their problematic formulation are discussed further, below, under the section
on energy and resource sector implications.

Structure

The JCP is an “uncapped” free carbon unit scheme. There is no defined pool of
assistance available; rather, free units will be allocated to eligible entities in
proportion to their absolute levels of individual production (which may increase over
time) and based on industry average emissions intensities. The incentive created by
the scheme is therefore to reduce emissions intensity (ie direct and indirect emissions
per unit of output), rather than absolute emissions, from EITE activities.2
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1 This analysis is based on the draft exposure Clean Energy Regulations (Consultation
Version) released 21 September 2011, which was current at the time of writing.

2 Explanatory Memorandum to the Clean Energy Bill 2011 at para [5.7] (Explanatory
Memorandum).
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Eligibility

EITE assistance is available to applicants on the basis that they conduct an
eligible “activity”. An activity is a physical or chemical transformation of inputs
into outputs. An eligible activity is an activity that is defined to be an EITE
activity under Pt 3 of the Regulations.3 Each “activity definition” in the
Regulations includes a general description of the activity and identifies the
“relevant product” for that activity (in many cases this is the number of saleable
tonnes of the primary product produced by the activity4).

The process for determining whether an activity is an eligible activity is not set
out in the Act or the Regulations, rather it is described in Government policy and
technical papers.5 An activity will be eligible if it meets the threshold for “trade
exposure” and the threshold for “emissions intensity”.

An activity is trade-exposed if entities conducting that activity are deemed by
the Government to be “somewhat constrained in their ability to pass through
carbon costs because they are price takers on world markets or face competition in
domestic markets from imports that are not subject to a carbon constraint”.6 This
is assessed through:

• a quantitative test of whether the ‘trade share’ of the relevant product (defined
as the ratio of the value of imports and exports to the value of total domestic
production) is greater than 10% in any one of the years 2004-05, 2005-06,
2006-07 or 2007-08;7 or

• a qualitative test of whether the entity has a demonstrated lack of capacity to
pass through carbon costs due to the potential for international competition.8

An activity is “moderately emissions-intensive” if industry average emissions
from the activity are between 1,000-1,999tCO2-e/$m in revenue or 3,000-
5,999tCO2-e/$m in value-added. An activity is “highly emissions-intensive” if
average emissions equal or exceed 2,000tCO2-e/$m in revenue or 6,000tCO2-e/$m
in value-added.9
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3 However, “the extraction of coal” is explicitly precluded from being defined as an EITE
activity for the purposes of the Program: Clean Energy Act s 145(3); Regulations, Sched
1, cl 104.

4 In most cases the “relevant product” for this purpose is an intermediate product or an
output, though in some cases, eg petroleum refining, the relevant product is an input. 

5 See Australian Government, Establishing the Eligibility of Activities under the Jobs and
Competitiveness Program (September 2011) (Activity Eligibility Paper) and Clean
Energy Future Plan, Appendix A, Table 15, p 115. 

6 Activity Eligibility Paper, p 25.
7 See Activity Eligibility Paper, pp 25-26.
8 See Activity Eligibility Paper, pp 26-27. This method may be used when trade data for
the activity are unavailable or unreflective of trade exposure, or on the application of an
entity if the trade share of an activity is below the 10% threshold.

9 The weighted average emissions per unit of product is determined using information
from the 2006-07 and 2007-08 financial years. The weighted average revenue (or value
added) per unit of product is determined using estimates from industry data from 2004-
05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08 and the first half of 2008-09, where the average is
calculated as the weighted average of the lowest four estimates of these five periods (the
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At the time of writing, the Regulations defined 31 eligible EITE activities.10

The Commentary to the Regulations states that additional activities will be added
as the Government determines them to be eligible in accordance with the above
criteria and that the Government will endeavour to determine the eligibility and
baselines for a potential EITE activity within eight weeks of data being submitted
by all participants in an industry.11 In all, the Government expects 40-50 activities
to be eligible.12

Assistance

Assistance is provided in respect of direct emissions attributable to the activity
from a facility covered by the carbon pricing scheme (including emissions
associated with the use of steam), as well as for the carbon cost of indirect
emissions from electricity and natural gas (used as a feedstock) that are
attributable to the activity.13

The total number of free carbon units to be issued to an eligible applicant for
EITE assistance is a factor of: the applicable assistance rate, the applicant’s
adjusted production in the previous financial year; the allocative baselines for the
emissions intensity, electricity use and natural gas feedstock use for the relevant
product; the applicable allocation factors (in relation to electricity and gas
feedstock use); and any true-up adjustment relating to the previous year. Different
rules and calculations also apply in a number of exceptional cases, including new
facilities and sub-threshold facilities.14

Assistance rates: The assistance rates for the first year of the scheme are 66%
for a moderately emissions-intensive activity and 94.5% for a highly emissions-
intensive activity. These rates will decay by a “carbon productivity contribution”
of 1.3% per annum as an incentive for eligible industries to “continuously
improve” their efficiency.15

Adjusted production: In the ordinary case, an applicant’s adjusted production
will simply be the amount or volume of the relevant product produced from its
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highest estimate is excluded to take account of commodity price spikes): Activity
Eligibility Paper, pp 22-23.

10 LNG production was not yet defined as an activity in the regulations at the time of
writing. Regulations in respect of LNG production are expected to include arrangements
for the Government’s promised LNG “top-up allocation”, discussed below.

11 Australian Government, Commentary on exposure draft regulations for the Jobs and
Competitiveness Program under the Clean Energy Bill (September 2011) at para [94]
(Regulations Commentary).

12 Clean Energy Future Plan, p 54.
13 Regulations, Sched 1, cll 906, 907.
14 A “top-up” allocation is also applied to the LNG industry. This is discussed further,
below.

15 However, as discussed below, the Productivity Commission will be required to assess
whether these rates should “pause” in respect of an industry when they reach 60% and
90% respectively, having regard to whether 70% of its overseas competitors face carbon
constraints that have a comparable impact to Australian emissions reduction measures:
Clean Energy Act s 156(2)(d), (2)(k), (3). 
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facilities in the previous financial year. In the case of newly operating facilities16

or facilities that have undergone a “significant expansion”,17 the expected
additional production for the current financial year18 is summed with the previous
year’s production (if any).19

Allocative baselines: Allocative baselines are the deemed industry averages
for direct emissions intensity (including emissions from the use of steam
attributable to the activity), electricity use and natural gas feedstock use per unit of
the relevant product applicable to the activity. These baselines have been set by
the Government based on information concerning historical emissions and
production in 2006-07 and 2007-08 and are set out, in respect of each eligible
activity, in the Regulations.20 The object of this approach is to encourage levels of
efficiency in the production of emissions and use of energy that are superior to
both the industry average and industry historic levels for each eligible activity.

Allocation factors: In the case of electricity use and natural gas feedstock use,
the relevant baselines are each multiplied by a further variable, called an
“allocation factor”. Introducing this variable enables calculations of electricity
and gas feedstock allocations to deviate from the “industry average” allocative
baseline in certain cases to account for material differences in the emissions
intensity (and hence carbon costs) of upstream electricity and gas supplies.

The standard “electricity allocation factor” is 1 tCO2-e/MWh. A different
factor will apply to “large electricity users”: where a facility that is the subject of
an application for EITE assistance consumed more than 2,000GWh per annum of
electricity in financial year 2008-09 under a contract(s) entered into before 3 June
2007 and which remains in force (and unaltered) as at 1 May 2012, the Regulator
will determine an entity-specific electricity allocation factor in respect of eligible
activities carried on at that facility.21 This factor will reflect the average price
increase in electricity supplied under such contracts as a result of the carbon
price.22
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16 A newly operating facility is one in which the relevant activity: (i) was not carried out at
the facility in the previous financial year (eg a recommissioned facility); or (ii) was
carried out in the previous financial year, but not in the year prior to that, and was not the
subject of an application for EITE assistance: Regulations, Sched 1, cl 705. This is to be
distinguished from a “new facility” (see Sched 1, cl 205 of the Regulations).

17 A “significant expansion” is defined in the Regulations as the installation of equipment
for use in an EITE activity that will increase the maximum productive capacity of the
facility undertaking the activity by more than 20% after it is commissioned: Regulations,
Sched 1, cl 203(1)-(2). 

18 The applicant must, in its application for assistance, make an assessment of the amount
or volume of the relevant product that is “reasonably likely” to be produced in the current
financial year. In the case of new, newly operating or significantly expanded facilities,
certain additional information must be provided with the application as set out in Sched
1, Pt 7, Divs 3, 4 and 5 of the Regulations.

19 Regulations, Sched 1, cll 803, 903 (re newly operating facilities) and 904 (re
significantly expanded facilities). 

20 Regulations, Sched 1, Pt 4.
21 Regulations, Sched 1, Pt 9, Div 5.
22 See further Regulations Commentary at para [202].
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The “natural gas feedstock allocation factor”, measured in tCO2-e/TJ, is a pre-
determined, regionally-specific figure reflecting differences in the emissions
intensity of gas extraction and transportation from different regions and fields.23

True-up adjustments: Allocations to all applicants after the first year in which
they receive EITE assistance will be subject to a true-up adjustment that accounts
for the difference between the adjusted production figure used to calculate the
allocation and the actual production that occurred in that year (and, during the
fixed-price phase, the differences in the price of carbon units).24

Exceptional case – LNG production: LNG production is expected to be
classified as a moderately emissions-intensive activity. However, to take account
of other emissions in the LNG supply chain, the Government has committed to
giving LNG producers a supplementary allocation of free units to ensure an
effective rate of assistance of 50% applies in respect of all the emissions associated
with the production of LNG (eg including extraction, compression, transportation
and production/liquefaction).25

Exceptional case – new facility: A modified formula for assessing assistance
rates applies to new facilities.26 Essentially, a cap will apply to the amount of free
carbon units that can be allocated in respect of an eligible activity conducted at a
new facility. The cap equates to 120% of the actual scope 1 and 2 emissions27

attributable to a facility in each year of the first five years in which it applies for
assistance and 100% of those emissions thereafter. The purpose of this measure is
to avoid windfall gains and to incentivise investment in best practice
technologies.28

Exceptional case – sub-threshold facilities: An adjustment to the assistance
formula will also apply to those applicants that conduct an EITE activity at a
facility that does not attract liability under the carbon pricing scheme (for
example, where the activity is electricity-intensive but does not produce more than
25,000 tCO2-e of covered emissions per year).29 In such a case, allocations of free
carbon units will not be made in respect of covered emissions that would, but for
the facility being sub-threshold, attract scheme liability.

For the purposes of the sub-threshold adjustment, emissions from the
combustion of natural gas at a sub-threshold facility are excluded from the
calculation of the facility’s total covered emissions. The reason for this exclusion
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23 Regulations, Sched 1, cl 907(13).
24 Regulations, Sched 1, cl 904(15)-(18). 
25 See Clean Energy Future Plan, Appendix A, Table 15, p 115; Regulations Commentary at
para [6].

26 See Regulations, Sched 1, cll 707, 911. The definition of “new facility” is intended to
cover new equipment established on a greenfield site as well as the complete replacement
of equipment on a brownfield site: see Regulations, Sched 1, cl 205 and the Regulations
Commentary at para [77].

27 As calculated under the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2008 (Cth)
(NGER Act).

28 Regulations Commentary at paras [224] and [226].
29 Regulations, Sched 1, cl 912.
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is that EITE assistance is available for direct and indirect carbon liabilities
incurred by entities with operational control over eligible facilities, but this
assistance does not cover liability for emissions from the combustion of natural
gas since that liability rests with a different entity (ie the gas supplier or, where
applicable, the holder of an Obligation Transfer Number (OTN)).30

Energy and Resource Sector Implications: Uncertainty,
Productivity Commission Reviews and JCP Objects

Productivity Commission reviews

The Productivity Commission is required to conduct regular reviews of the
operation of assistance arrangements under the JCP, the economic and
environmental efficiency of those arrangements, and the impact of the Clean
Energy Act and associated provisions on EITE industries.31 These reviews are
required to occur during 2014-15 (the final year of the fixed price period), 2015-16
(the first year of the flexible price period), 2017-18, and every successive five-year
period beginning 1 January 2019.32 A number of features of the review
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30 The allocation of liability for natural gas among natural gas suppliers, OTN holders, and
entities with operational control over sub-threshold facilities, above-threshold facilities and
“large gas consuming facilities” is complex, involving the interaction between a number of
provisions in Pt 3 of the Clean Energy Act. Where no OTN is quoted or accepted in respect
of the supply of natural gas for combustion at a facility (be it a sub-threshold or an above-
threshold facility), liability in respect of emissions embodied in the gas rests with the gas
supplier and not with the entity with operational control over the facility (ss 20(1), (4), (8),
33). Where an OTN is mandatorily quoted by a person who receives a supply of natural gas
that may reasonably be expected to be used in the operation of a “large gas consuming
facility” (ie a facility that produces 25,000tCO2-e per annum or more of emissions from the
combustion of natural gas), liability in respect of emissions embodied in the gas rests with
the entity that has operational control over the large gas consuming facility (noting that that
entity may be different from the OTN holder) (ss 20(1)(b)(ii), 35(1)(d), (2), (3), 55B).
Where, in respect of a supply of natural gas, an OTN is voluntarily quoted by an entity (a
“large user of natural gas”) that has operational control over an above-threshold facility
(and that quotation is accepted by the supplier), liability in respect of emissions embodied
in the gas rests with the OTN holder (ss 20(1), 35(6), 56). In respect of a sub-threshold
facility, there is one possible situation in which the entity with operational control over the
sub-threshold facility could also be an OTN holder and therefore liable for the gas
combustion emissions at that facility: namely, where that operator quotes an OTN that it
holds by virtue of also being a person to whom natural gas is supplied for use in the
operation of a (separate) large gas consuming facility and the supplier accepts the quotation
of the OTN in respect of the supply of gas to the sub-threshold facility (ss 55A, 55B,
56(1)(e)(ii)). In this last situation, the emissions from the combustion of the gas at the sub-
threshold facility are nonetheless still excluded from the calculation of the facility’s total
covered emissions for the purposes of the sub-threshold adjustment to the operator’s EITE
assistance allocation. Again, this is because there is no liability on the operator as operator
for those emissions (and its liability for those emissions as OTN holder is not covered by
EITE assistance).

31 Clean Energy Act s 155(2).
32 Clean Energy Act s 155(1). The Government’s policy paper states that a review of
assistance in respect of a particular activity could be conducted earlier than 2014-15 if
requested by the Government and that priority “could” be given to those industries
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arrangements will be of interest to EITE industries within the energy and
resources sectors.

While the reports from the Commission’s reviews will not determine future
changes to assistance arrangements, they are expected to be highly influential.33

The Government has made a policy commitment that any changes to assistance
arrangements that adversely affect industry will not come into effect within the
first five years of the scheme (ie before 1 July 2017) and will be accompanied by at
least three years’ notice.34 This commitment is partially enshrined in the Clean
Energy Act: the Minister, when making regulations that amend the JCP
Regulations, must “have regard to”, among other things, the “principle” that any
industry-adverse changes “should not” take effect within those timeframes.35

However, this falls short of an iron clad requirement. Any regulation that
purported to reduce assistance to industry earlier than one of those timeframes
would not, by that fact alone, be beyond power and subject to legal challenge.
Rather, it would only be beyond power where the Minister failed to “have regard
to” the principle when issuing the regulations – a circumstance that is likely to be
much more difficult for an adversely affected recipient to show.

The Clean Energy Act is highly prescriptive as to the matters to which the
Commission must have regard in conducting its inquiries and preparing its
reports.36 These matters include:

• whether, in respect of each relevant EITE activity, emissions constraints with
comparable impacts to those in Australia have been imposed on foreign
producers against which Australian EITE industries compete;

• whether foreign countries “responsible for the substantial majority of the
world’s emissions” of greenhouse gases have implemented emissions reduction
measures with comparable impacts to those in Australia, and the extent to
which foreign countries generally have implemented such measures;

• the development of EITE industries in Australia, including the growth of those
industries, the impact of the Clean Energy Act and associated provisions on
their competitiveness, and progress in achieving best practice energy and
emissions efficiency in those industries;

• the domestic effects of the JCP and various aspects thereof, including: the
effect on facilities of the absence of a cap on free unit allocations; the
appropriateness of supplemental LNG allocations; the existence of windfall
gains; the effect of EITE industry growth on the number of free units allocated;
and the extent to which the JCP is giving effect to the objects of the JCP and of
the Clean Energy Act; and
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receiving the greatest level of, fastest growth in, or windfall gains from assistance: Clean
Energy Future Plan, Appendix A, Table 13, p 111. 

33 The most recent Productivity Commission review must be considered by the Minister
when amending the JCP Regulations: Clean Energy Act s 145(5)(b).

34 Clean Energy Future Plan, Appendix A, Table 15, p 115.
35 Clean Energy Act s 145(5)(c).
36 Clean Energy Act s 156.
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• whether assistance arrangements under the JCP should be changed, including
whether there are additional EITE activities that should be covered by the JCP.

Ultimately, determining whether the assistance arrangements should be
changed (in general or in respect of specific industries) will be the Commission’s
most important task. In making this determination, the Commission is
constrained by two further matters.

First, the Commission is required to consider, in respect of each EITE activity,
whether the automatic decay in assistance rates should “pause” when those rates
reach 90% or 60% (for highly and moderately EITE industries, respectively),
having regard to whether less than 70% of the relevant competitors of each EITE
industry are located in foreign countries where the impact on those competitors of
emissions reduction measures is comparable to that of Australia’s measures.37

Second, the Commission must consider whether moving to an EITE assistance
regime similar to that advocated by Professor Garnaut38 is feasible and whether it
would be consistent with, and the most efficient and effective means of achieving,
the aim and objects of the JCP.39 The Garnaut method is one that is, in principle,
based not on the difference between carbon (input) costs faced by Australian EITE
industries and carbon costs faced by overseas competitor industries, but rather on
the difference between the international (output) price received by EITE industries
for their products and the international carbon cost-inclusive price they would
receive if competitor countries adopted carbon reduction measures that have
comparable impacts to Australia’s. Under such a scheme (as envisaged by
Garnaut), eligible firms in EITE industries would receive, for every unit of
production, a credit against their emissions obligations equivalent to this expected
carbon cost-related “uplift in world product prices”.40

In summary, the review arrangements established by the Act embody a trade-
off. On the one hand, the reviews facilitate a move towards more economically
and environmentally efficient assistance arrangements in the broader public
interest. On the other hand, they create uncertainty for affected industries about
the existence, structure and level of future entitlements to assistance. The public
interest in an efficient assistance regime justifies a thorough review of the
arrangements within a reasonable period of the scheme commencing. However,
the resultant industry uncertainty is unnecessarily compounded by the significant
number and frequency of reviews and by the voluminous, prescriptive and
seemingly contradictory nature of the matters that the Commission must consider.
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37 Clean Energy Act s 156(3).
38 See Commonwealth Government, The Garnaut Climate Change Review (2008), Ch
14.5.4 and Ross Garnaut, “Trade Policy and Climate Change Policy: Some Inconvenient
Truths” (Speech delivered at joint Lowy Institute and Grattan Institute seminar on 17
September 2009).

39 Clean Energy Act s 156(2)(e), (4).
40 Commonwealth Government, The Garnaut Climate Change Review (2008), Ch 14.5.4
and Box 14.5. 
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Incoherent JCP objects

Perhaps the greatest source of unnecessary uncertainty associated with the
arrangements for Commission reviews is the incoherence of the JCP’s objects,41 to
which the Commission must have regard when conducting its reviews.42

A key object of the scheme as stated in the Act is “to reduce the incentives for
[EITE activities] to be located in, or relocated to, foreign countries as a result of
different climate change policies applying in Australia compared to foreign
countries”.43 The Explanatory Memorandum to the Act states that the JCP
“provides significant support for jobs and protects the competitiveness of [EITE]
industries from risks of carbon leakage”.44

As the Grattan Institute has pointed out, however, the Act “fails to tightly target
assistance only where there is a genuine risk of carbon leakage. Instead, it implicitly
aims to equalise carbon costs with international competitors irrespective of the risk
of carbon leakage”.45 There are two main reasons for this conclusion. First, the
objects of the JCP, in referring to “reduced incentives” for offshore relocation
because of different climate policies, establish a very easy test to satisfy: the mere
existence of a carbon cost differential between countries changes the incentives to
move offshore. But of course, this is only one of many factors that a company would
consider when choosing whether and where to relocate its production, meaning
many activities will remain onshore notwithstanding any difference in “incentives”
resulting from differences in carbon policies.46

Second, the objects consider only the difference in emissions policies
applicable to an activity between countries, not the (likely) difference in actual
emissions. Certain activities conducted in overseas locations are significantly less
emissions-intensive than their Australian equivalents for reasons that have nothing
to do with carbon policies.47 Acknowledging this reality, standard tests of “carbon
leakage” typically require that any likely overseas relocation of an activity would
increase net emissions from that activity.48 This element is notably absent from
the objects of the JCP.

Accordingly, assistance can be provided to industries under the Program to
reduce their incentives to move offshore even where it is unlikely that they will
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41 Clean Energy Act s 143(2).
42 See, eg, Clean Energy Act s 156(2)(e), (m).
43 Clean Energy Act s 143(2)(b).
44 Explanatory Memorandum at para [5.2].
45 Tony Wood and Tristan Edis, New Protectionism under Carbon Pricing: Case Studies of
LNG, Coal Mining and Steel Sectors (Grattan Institute, September 2011), p 3.

46 Ibid p 36. The Government’s own Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme Green Paper
(July 2008) (Green Paper) makes this very point at pp 293-294.

47 For example, in the highly electricity-intensive aluminium sector, the trend is to locate
smelting activities in overseas locations (including in developing countries with no
relevant carbon policies) where electricity is supplied from hydroelectric and other low-
emissions power sources: See, eg, John Daley and Tristan Edis, Restructuring the
Australian Economy to Emit Less Carbon (Grattan Institute, April 2010), pp 22-23. 

48 See, eg, Green Paper, op cit n 46, p 293-294; Wood and Edis, op cit n 45, pp 7-8.
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actually move offshore and even where actually moving offshore would result in
significant net emissions reductions.

Other JCP objectives enshrined in the Act add to the incoherence of the
Program’s purpose. One object of the JCP is “to provide transitional assistance”
for such activities.49 It is not clear what is to be transitioned from and to. The
Explanatory Memorandum states that the JCP “ensures that industry, local
communities and workers have a smooth transition to a clean energy future”,50 but
just how anyone is meant to discern whether such a “future” has been “transitioned
to” is not clear. A further statutory objective is to provide EITE assistance “in a
manner that is economically and environmentally efficient”,51 yet the achievement
of this objective is arguably undermined by the presence of the (seemingly
contradictory) objectives mentioned above.52

Because of their role in the Commission’s review of assistance arrangements,
the incoherence of the JCP’s objects creates real uncertainty about the likely
evolution of those arrangements. This uncertainty may affect investment and
production decisions by EITE industries in ways that undermine the ultimate
objectives of the carbon pricing scheme.

Moreover, the JCP’s objects could (and inevitably will) be used by legal
practitioners to give advice to recipients (or potential recipients) of EITE
assistance about the interpretation of provisions in the legislation and regulations.
The incoherence of those objects will make it more difficult for legal practitioners
to provide unequivocal advice in cases where the meaning of the regulations is
ambiguous. This in turn raises the likelihood that decisions of the Regulator
regarding the JCP will be challenged in the Administrative Appeals Tribunal or the
Federal Court.

COAL-FIRED ELECTRICITY GENERATOR ASSISTANCE

Overview

The second pillar of the industry compensation arrangements under the carbon
pricing scheme entails a package of measures to promote “energy security” in the
form of various types of assistance to coal-fired electricity generators (generator
assistance package).

This package comprises a number of elements, only some of which are
enshrined in legislation:
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49 Clean Energy Act s 143(2)(c).
50 Explanatory Memorandum at para [5.2]. 
51 Clean Energy Act s 143(2)(d).
52 See Wood and Edis, op cit n 45, p 35-37 for a more elaborate discussion of these issues.
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• a total of $1 billion in cash payments to highly emissions-intensive generators
in financial year 2011-12 (not enshrined in legislation; ad hoc statutory
appropriation expected as part of 2011-12 federal budget process);53

• annual administrative allocations of free carbon units with a total nominal value
of $4.5 billion over four years to highly emissions-intensive generators,
beginning 2013-14 (statutory allocation mechanism contained in legislation,
with some administrative detail in regulations54);

• Government payments for the closure of some of Australia’s most emissions-
intensive generation capacity, which the Government will seek to negotiate
with bidders (not enshrined in legislation; ad hoc statutory appropriation
expected after relevant contracts have been negotiated);

• a facility to provide Government loans for the forward purchase of floating-
price phase carbon units by qualifying generators and loans in connection with
the refinancing of qualifying generators’ existing loans (loans authorised and
power to appropriate funds under s 303B of the Clean Energy Act); and

• the establishment of an Energy Security Council (not yet established under
legislation at time of writing).

The following section of the paper explains the rationale, structure, eligibility
and assistance applicable to the allocation of free units under Pt 8 of the Clean
Energy Act. The subsequent section looks at novel elements of this mechanism
and of the broader generator assistance package and discusses the legal
implications for the coal-fired generation sector.

Rationale, Structure, Eligibility and Assistance (Free Units
Allocation Mechanism)

Rationale

The statutory rationale for the allocation of free carbon units to generators
under the generator assistance package is wordy and vague: it is to “maintain
energy security” by providing “transitional assistance in respect of highly
emissions intensive generation assets” so as to “help generators that face sizeable
losses in the value of their assets” and “support investor confidence, and underpin
the investment in generation assets that is required to ensure that Australia’s future
energy security needs are met”.55 The Government's Clean Energy Future policy
paper shines no light on the matter, describing the purpose of the package as being
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53 Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.5]; Clean Energy Future Plan, Appendix A, Table
16, p 117.

54 Clean Energy Act Pt 8; Regulations, Pt 8. 
55 Clean Energy Act s 159. It is noteworthy that under the Government’s 2008 Green Paper,
the “energy security” rationale, along with the “compensation”/“fairness” rationale, was
dismissed as a basis for providing compensation to generators, though the Government
expressed a preference for providing an unquantified amount of assistance based on the
rationale of mitigating “policy risk” that could discourage investment in the Australian
electricity sector: Green Paper, op cit n 46, pp 363-370.
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“to mitigate energy security risks” and “to incentivise a transformation to low-
emissions generation”, focusing on the highest emissions-intensity coal-fired
generators.56

As with the JCP, legal practitioners, tribunals and courts will be able to glean
little in the way of guidance from these objects when interpreting the legislation
and regulations that give effect to the generator assistance package. However,
since this assistance is not reviewable by the Productivity Commission, at least
that body will be spared the unenviable task of assessing whether these objectives
have been achieved.

Structure

The free carbon units allocation mechanism is a “capped” assistance scheme.
Eligible generators will be able to access a proportion of a fixed pool of free units
available on 1 July each year from 2013-2016.57 Units will be issued in proportion
to an eligible generator’s emissions intensity and historical output relative to the
emissions intensity and output of other eligible generators. An average of 41.705
million free units will be available each year for this purpose.58

Eligibility

Free carbon units under this mechanism are issued in respect of a “generation
complex”.59 To be eligible to receive free units:

• a certificate of eligibility for coal-fired generation assistance (eligibility
certificate) must be in force in respect of the generation complex;

• the generation complex must pass the power system reliability test (PSR test);
and

• a clean energy investment plan (CEI Plan) in respect of the generation complex
must have been submitted to the Resources and Energy Minister.60

Eligibility certificate: A person61 must apply for an eligibility certificate in
respect of a generation complex within 30 days of the commencement of s 162 of
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56 Clean Energy Future Plan, Appendix A, Table 16, p 116.
57 Clean Energy Act s 161.
58 Clean Energy Act s 161(2), (3).
59 A generation complex means one or more generation units at the same location. A
“generation unit” means “a generator of electricity” and includes “the boiler (if any)” and
“any other related equipment essential to the generator’s functioning as a generator”:
Clean Energy Act s 5. 

60 Clean Energy Act s 161(1), (10), (11).
61 The applicant may be the owner, operator or controller of the generation complex (Clean
Energy Act s 162(2)), but need not be the person that would receive the allocation of free
carbon units. The recipient of the assistance will be the person that is the liable entity in
respect of the emissions generated by the facility that houses the generation complex
under s 20 or 22 of the Clean Energy Act (or, in the case of a joint venture, the persons
liable under s 21): s 161(6), (7). This will be the person that has operational control over
that facility (s 20), the designated joint venturers (s 21) or the person to whom liability
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the Clean Energy Act.62 To issue such a certificate, the Regulator must be satisfied
that:63

• the complex was in operation, and connected to a grid with a capacity of at least
100MW,64 at any time during the period 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2010;65

• at least 95% of the electricity generated during that period resulted from coal
combustion; and

• the emissions intensity of the generation complex is greater than 1.0.66

These requirements reflect the Government’s position that assistance should be
targeted at already existing and highly emissions-intensive coal-fired generators
exposed to competition from lower-emissions generation sources.67

PSR test: The PSR test must be applied to each generation complex
individually each time carbon units are issued for that asset.68 The purpose of the
PSR test is to support energy security by reducing the risk that a generation
complex will be retired before sufficient replacement capacity is available to
reliably meet peak demand within the National Electricity Market (NEM) or the
Western Australian Wholesale Electricity Market.69

There are three ways a generator can pass the PSR test:

1. The nameplate rating of the generation complex is not reduced over time, such
that it remains at least at the level it was on 1 July 2010 (or whenever
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has been transferred under a Liability Transfer Certificate (s 22). The Act assumes that
the generation complex equates to a facility as defined under the NGER Act: Explanatory
Memorandum at para [6.85].

62 Clean Energy Act s 162(1). The Regulator may extend the 30 day time limit in a
particular case to a maximum of 60 days after the commencement of s 162 (s 162(7)).
Note that these time limits have been substantially reduced compared with those set out
in the draft exposure Clean Energy Bill, which allowed a default 270 days to submit an
application, which could be extended to a maximum of 300 days.

63 This is known as the “generation complex assistance eligibility test”: Clean Energy Act s
166.

64 The minimum grid capacity connection requirement is based on the Government’s
assessment that generators connected to a grid of lower capacity would not be acutely
affected by the carbon price in a way that threatens energy security because they would
not be exposed to significant competition from lower emissions generators and would
therefore be able to pass on their carbon costs to consumers. 100MW is the same as the
threshold size of an electricity grid used in the Renewable Energy (Electricity) Act 2000
(Cth) to determine the sales of electricity liable under that Act, and grid size is measured
in accordance with that Act: see Clean Energy Act s 166(3); Explanatory Memorandum
at paras [6.48]-[6.49].

65 The stated reason why free carbon units are available only in respect of generators
operating within this period is that generation complexes that entered service after 30
June 2010 can account for the impact of a carbon price in their investment decisions:
Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.13], [6.46].

66 See below n 79.
67 Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.13]-[6.14], [6.46]-[6.48].
68 Clean Energy Act s 169(2).
69 Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.91]-[6.92].
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thereafter it was first registered), meaning that it continues to contribute to
power system reliability (status quo approach);70

2. The nameplate rating of the generation complex is reduced over time
(including if the generation complex ceases to be registered under the relevant
market rules), but the relevant market operator71 certifies that, despite the
reduction(s) or deregistration, there is unlikely to be a breach of relevant
power system reliability standards72 within two years of the reduction(s) or
deregistration (the certification approach).73

3. The nameplate rating of the generation complex is reduced, but the person that
is registered as a generator for that generation complex also constructs new
“replacement capacity” that complies with relevant requirements relating to
the Low Emissions Transition Incentive (LETI).74 This method of passing the
PSR test is discussed further under the section on novel features of the
generator assistance package.

CEI Plans: The owner, operator or controller of a generation complex must
submit a CEI Plan to the Minister for Resources and Energy by 15 August in each
eligible financial year before any free carbon units may be issued in respect of that
complex.75 The purpose of these plans is to encourage recipients of assistance to
identify proposals to reduce their emissions, invest in research and development
and invest in new low emissions capacity, and to highlight relevant projects
identified under the Energy Efficiency Opportunities program.76 CEI Plans are
also discussed further, below.

Assistance

As mentioned above, the average annual pool of carbon units that will be
available under this mechanism is 41.705 million from 2013-14 to 2016-17.

The number of carbon units to issue for a particular generation complex is
dependent on the complex-specific “annual assistance factor”, which the
Regulator must include when issuing an eligibility certificate for a generation
complex.77 The assistance factor is equal to the historical energy output of the
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70 Clean Energy Act s 170(2)(a), (b). See also Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.102]-
[6.104].

71 This is the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) in the case of the NEM and the
Independent Market Operator (IMOWA) in WA.

72 The relevant market operator may consider a range of power system reliability standards
when deciding which ones are relevant to the assessment and whether ultimately to grant
a certification: Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.113].

73 Clean Energy Act s 170(2)(c), (d). The applicant must obtain and submit appropriate
documentation from AEMO or IMOWA to the satisfaction of the Regulator and this may
include a post-hoc certification obtained from AEMO/IMOWA by the applicant: see
Clean Energy Act ss 174, 175 and Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.105]-[6.117].

74 Clean Energy Act ss 170(2)(e)-(g), 171.
75 Clean Energy Act s 177(1).
76 Clean Energy Act s 178; Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.18].
77 Clean Energy Act s 165(3).
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generation complex (in most cases78 this will be the amount of “as generated”
electricity in gigawatt hours generated between 1 July 2008 and 30 June 2010)
multiplied by the “above average” component of the emissions intensity of that
complex during that same period.79

The final free unit allocation for a generation complex is equal to its annual
assistance factor expressed as a percentage of the aggregate annual assistance
factors for that year, multiplied by the total available pool of free units.80

Energy and Resources Sector Implications: Novel Energy
Security Measures for Coal-Fired Power Generators

This section of the paper discusses a number of aspects of coal-fired power
generator assistance that are new compared with the otherwise similar
arrangements that would have applied under the Carbon Pollution Reduction
Scheme Bill 2009 (CPRS).

Expanded power system reliability test – Low Emissions Transition Incentive

As discussed above, a generation complex must pass the PSR test in order for a
liable entity to receive free units in respect of a relevant generation facility. The
main difference between the PSR test under the Clean Energy Act compared with
the CPRS is that the former introduces the LETI as an additional basis for a
generation complex to pass the PSR test notwithstanding that its nameplate rating
has been reduced since 1 July 2010. The LETI option is intended to strengthen the
incentives for generators receiving assistance to invest in low emissions
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78 For generation complexes that entered service after 1 July 2008, historical energy is
equal to 14.016 multiplied by the nameplate rating of the generation complex as at the
day it entered service. The figure 14.016 approximates the energy output in GWh of such
a generation complex over a notional two year period by assuming an 80% capacity
factor over that period: Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.56]-[6.58].

79 This figure is worked out by subtracting 0.86 from the emissions intensity of the
generation complex during that period, where emissions intensity is the amount of CO2-
e generated by facility divided by the amount of “as generated” electricity generated,
expressed in ktCO2-e/GWh up to a maximum of 1.3 (the maximum value is to avoid
skewing the available pool of assistance to the most emissions-intensive of the eligible
generators): Clean Energy Act ss 168-169; Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.65].
The figure of 0.86 ktCO2-e/GWh of electricity generated reflects the average estimated
emissions intensity of electricity generation in Australia: Explanatory Memorandum at
para [6.53].

80 The available pool will be 41.705 million in 2013, 2015 and 2016: Clean Energy Act s
161(2). The formula used in 2014 (s 161(3)) “ensures that no more than 83,410,000 free
carbon units can be issued over the first two years of allocations, and that the total
allocation to individual assets over those two years reflects their annual assistance factor
as of 1 September 2014 (including any adjustments as a result of a review of decisions)”:
Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.71]. Part 21 of the Clean Energy Act provides for
the merits review of specified decisions in the Act, including a decision under s 165(3)
about the annual assistance factor (s 281, item 29). Decisions of the Regulator’s delegate
are reviewable by the Regulator, and decisions of the Regulator are reviewable by the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal (ss 282-285). 
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replacement capacity by allowing them to receive credit for such investments for
the purposes of PSR test compliance.81

To pass the PSR test using the LETI, the person who is the registered generator
for the generation complex in respect of which assistance is being sought (the
existing generator) (ie the owner, operator or controller of that complex) must also
be the registered person for one or more new generation units that satisfy various
conditions set out in the Act (the replacement generator(s)).82 These conditions
include that the replacement generator(s) must:83

• be nominated for the purpose of the LETI;

• have been first registered on or after 1 July 2011 and not have been “fully
committed” as of that date, having regard to a range of factors;

• have output that is readily predictable and not significantly dependent on
factors beyond the control of the operator (this will effectively rule out
“intermittent generation” sources such as wind, some solar and some
hydroelectric generation technologies, though gas plants, along with solar and
hydro plants that have significant storage capability, would be more likely to
satisfy this requirement84);

• have an emissions intensity lower than 0.80ktCO2-e/GWh of electricity “as
generated” (which is considered to be the emissions intensity of current best-
practice coal-fired generation capacity in Australia85);

• not be part of the generation complex that constitutes the existing generator;86

• be connected to the same interconnected electricity system and the same region
(if applicable) as the existing generator (to ensure that the replacement
generator(s) can service the same region in times of peak demand, when there
may be inter-regional transmission constraints87);

• enter service on or before 1 December of a given financial year (to ensure that
the replacement generator(s) can service the summer period in which peaks in
electricity demand are most likely to occur88);

• have a nameplate capacity that equals or exceeds the amount of capacity that is
being retired so as to maintain energy security.89
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81 Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.118].
82 Clean Energy Act ss 171(4)-(6), 172. 
83 Clean Energy Act ss 171(4)-(5), 172. Any further requirements set out in the regulations
must also be met (s 171(6)), however at the time of writing the Regulations contained no
such additional requirements.

84 See Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.151]-[6.153].
85 Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.154]-[6.155].
86 The replacement generator(s) may be collocated with the existing generator and will be
considered to be a separate generation complex so long as there is no double-counting of
generation units: Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.124]-[6.125].

87 See Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.127]-[6.128].
88 Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.129]. 
89 This broad requirement can be fulfilled in a range of ways set out in the Clean Energy Act
s 171(5). Replacement generator(s) can only be taken into account once for the purposes
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Clean Energy Investment Plans

As mentioned above, applicants for assistance must submit an annual CEI Plan.
This is another novel feature of the arrangements for generator assistance under
the Clean Energy Act.

A CEI Plan must include the following information:90

• the plans (if any) the person has for investment in new generation capacity;

• the plans (if any) the person has for investing to reduce the emissions intensity
of any generation complex (whether or not it is owned, controlled or operated
by the person);

• the plans (if any) the person has for investment in research and development in
relation to clean energy technology;

• copies of, or an internet URL for, any publicly available reports relating to a
generation complex owned, controlled or operated by the person that have been
prepared and made available to the public in accordance with s 22 of the Energy
Efficiency Opportunities Act 2006 (Cth).

These requirements are intended to capture a wide range of efforts being taken
by the relevant person and related corporate entities to reduce emissions from their
operations.91 It must be noted, however, that the requirements are not onerous: if
none of the relevant categories applies to a particular generator in a given year,
then presumably it will be sufficient to provide a plan stating that that is the case
and explaining why.

The plan for any given year can be an updated version of the previous year’s
plan. If, for example, only limited changes to the generation complex’s
circumstances occurred in the intervening year, then it would be sufficient for the
updated plan to outline this and set out the reasons for it.92

Gone with the windfall gains test

Under the former CPRS, a “windfall gains test” would have applied to coal-fired
power generators eligible for assistance. This test was a means of mitigating the risk
that generators would pass on their carbon costs to their customers and obtain
windfall gains from the industry assistance intended to compensate them for the
supposed inability to pass on those costs. Under the current Clean Energy package,
however, no such test is included. Moreover, the Productivity Commission is not
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of the PSR test, but where the replacement capacity exceeds the reduction in capacity
from the existing generator, the “excess megawatts” can be counted towards satisfying
this replacement requirement of the LETI in subsequent years: s 171(5). See Explanatory
Memorandum at paras [6.132]-[6.144] for a detailed explanation of the operation of this
aspect of the LETI.

90 Clean Energy Act s 178.
91 See Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.166]-[6.167]. Note that provisions of the
Clean Energy Act relating to CEI Plans are different from those in the draft exposure
Clean Energy Bill, though the intent and effect of the requirement is largely the same.

92 Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.164]. 
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empowered to review assistance arrangements for coal-fired generators as it is in the
case of EITE assistance, reviews of which can be brought forward in respect of
particular industries in which there is strong evidence of windfall gains.

The reason for the absence of the windfall gains test or any other means of
mitigating the risk of windfall gains accruing to recipients of coal-fired power
generation assistance is unclear. This absence may be explained by the
complexity of defining a “windfall gain” in the context of the assistance scheme’s
various objectives or by the desire to mitigate the countervailing risk that
investments in low-emissions technologies will be discouraged where these might
otherwise have resulted in a generator receiving a windfall gain.

Generator payments to close

The Government has committed to negotiate the closure of up to 2GW of
Australia’s most emissions-intensive coal-fired power plants (ie those with an
emissions intensity greater than 1.2tCO2-e/MWh of electricity on an “as
generated” basis).93 This proposal is directed primarily at Victoria’s brown coal-
fired electricity generators (particularly Hazelwood, but possibly also Yallourn
and the Energy Brix Complex Power Station) and potentially also at the Playford
power station in South Australia.

According to the Explanatory Memorandum to the Clean Energy Act:94

“The Government intends to make cash payments to honour closure
contracts, in return for commitments by the generator counter-parties, such
as a schedule of retirement, requirements that support energy security during
the retirement process, payment of workers’ entitlements and arrangements
for appropriate remediation of the site of the power station (and related coal
mines where appropriate).”

The Government called for expressions of interest from eligible generators in
September/October 2011 and hopes to enter into those closure contracts by 30
June 2012. The Government’s preferred timeframe for the closure is between 1
July 2016 and 30 June 2020.95

The Clean Energy Act clarifies the interaction of the closure contract regime
with the allocation of free carbon units. Recognising that a retiring generator may
be unable to meet the PSR test and therefore not receive an allocation of free units,
the Government has committed to replace the value of those units as part of its
payment for closure. Accordingly, where a closure contract is entered into and the
contract states that it is a closure contract for the purpose of the Clean Energy Act,
free carbon units are not to be issued in respect of the generation complex for some
or all of the eligible years for which free units could be issued in respect of the
generation complex (depending on what is specified in the contract).96
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93 Explanatory Memorandum at paras [6.169]-[6.170].
94 Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.171]
95 Martin Ferguson and Greg Combet, “Expressions of Interest Called for Contract to
Close” (Media Release, 30 September 2011).

96 Clean Energy Act s 181.
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Energy Security Council, loans to generators and other energy security
measures

An Energy Security Council comprising energy and financial market experts
will be established to advise the Government on systemic risks to energy security
arising from the financial impairment of market participants and on the
appropriate use of policy measures to address such risks.97 Available measures
will include loans and other forms of assistance.

In this regard, the Clean Energy Act empowers the Federal Treasurer to
authorise loans to the owner or controller of an emissions-intensive coal-fired
generation complex for the forward purchase of flexible phase carbon units or in
connection with the short-term refinancing of existing loans.98 For these
purposes, a qualifying generator is a coal-fired generator the emissions intensity of
which is greater than 0.8tCO2-e/MWh.99 Interest rates on loans will be set above a
relevant commercial benchmark rate to encourage generators to obtain finance
from private lenders.100

The Act also empowers the Treasurer to authorise the making of contracts or
arrangements for the purpose of protecting energy security in Australia.101 Such
purposes might encompass the securing of physical energy supply or the
avoidance of systemic risks to electricity or derivatives markets resulting from the
financial impairment of a generator.102

ASSISTANCE FOR GASSY COAL MINES

Rationale, Structure, Eligibility and Assistance

The Government has proposed to allocate $1.3 billion over six years to assist a
small number of coalminers with particularly “gassy” coal mines.

Coal mines that had a fugitive emissions intensity in 2008-09 of at least
0.1tCO2-e per tonne of saleable coal produced will be eligible for assistance for up
to 80% of their fugitive emissions exposure above that level.103

Like the JCP, assistance will therefore be tied to production and to “historical
emissions intensity data” (albeit historical data for each individual site, not
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97 Clean Energy Future Plan, Appendix A, Table 16, p 116. Legislation to establish the
Energy Security Council had not been introduced into the Parliament at the time of
writing.

98 Clean Energy Act s 303B(1)-(2). That section also contains an appropriation from the
Consolidated Revenue Fund for the purposes of the loan: s 303B(3).

99 Clean Energy Act s 303B(4).
100 Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.197].
101 Clean Energy Act s 303A(1). That section also contains an appropriation from the
Consolidated Revenue Fund for the purposes of any amounts payable under such a
contract or arrangement: s 303A(2).

102 Explanatory Memorandum at para [6.190].
103 Clean Energy Future Plan, Appendix D, p 134.
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industry average data) to provide an incentive to reduce emissions intensity.
However, in contrast to the EITE package, assistance to gassy coalmines will be
capped based on production levels in 2007 08 or 2008 09 (whichever was higher)
and will not assist new mines or production expansions at existing mines.104

The Government’s stated rationale for providing this assistance is “safeguarding
jobs and preserving local communities which rely on coal mining” while providing
the operators of gassy coal mines with “time … to explore options for reducing
pollution from these mines”.105 One of the reasons this assistance is being provided
separately from the EITE assistance package106 is the difficulty of using an industry
average baseline because emissions intensities vary greatly from mine to mine. The
Government’s apparent concern is that the gassiest mines would face considerably
higher carbon costs under the carbon price than their less gassy domestic
competitors, since the assistance would benefit highly emissions-intensive
Australian producers without the pretence that such assistance is necessary to avoid
carbon leakage. The Grattan Institute argues that the assistance would therefore
discourage the flow of investment and jobs within Australia from higher to lower
emissions coal producers.107

Energy and Resources Sector Implications: Will the
Coalmining Assistance Materialise?

The Coal Sector Jobs Package is a “Government only” measure that is currently
not supported by the Greens, meaning there is some doubt as to whether the
proposed assistance will materialise (though the Government may well be able to
secure the support of the opposition for this assistance). Uncertainty associated
with this assistance is exacerbated by the absence of any bill before Parliament
containing an appropriation of the funds promised under the Program. It is
expected that the mooted assistance would therefore be provided by way of a
standard budgetary appropriation (though this could also be opposed in the
Parliament).

The absence of specific appropriating legislation is in contrast to the
Government’s assistance to the steel industry, which was (despite also originally
being a “Government only” measure) established under legislation containing
provisions appropriating up to $300 million in funding.108 That legislation also
passed the Parliament in November 2011.
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104 Clean Energy Future Plan, Appendix D, p 134.
105 Clean Energy Future Plan, Appendix D, p 134.
106 As noted above, the Clean Energy Act explicitly precludes the Government from
recognising coal mining as an EITE activity under the JCP: s 145(3).

107 Wood and Edis, op cit n 45, pp 18-19. 
108 See Steel Transformation Plan Act 2011 (Cth). 
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CONCLUSION

This paper has explained the content and operation of the three industry
assistance regimes in the carbon pricing package that are most relevant to the
energy and resources sectors. It is hoped that this explanation will be of assistance
to practitioners and industry participants in navigating the technical and complex
provisions that govern these regimes.

The paper has also highlighted some of the legal deficiencies, uncertainties,
novelties and quirks associated with the assistance regimes and discussed their
implications for the energy and resources sectors. In doing so, it is hoped that the
paper will contribute to a lively debate about the future evolution of the assistance
regimes in the context of Australia’s transition to a low-carbon economy.
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